Instructions for completing the
2020 NRA All-American Score Reporting Form

The form should be filled out in Excel. The form should then be printed, signed, and submitted or e-submitted with the other required information. Blocks which are intended to be filled in by the nominator are unlocked. If you choose to cut and paste from another spreadsheet, be sure to use the “paste special” function and paste as unformatted text.

Information to be filled in about the nominee:

- Name and School
- Competition score data to include:
  - Date, match name or host, match location and match scores

NOTES:
- Be sure to include the scores from all indoor competitions that were fired by the athlete between the specified dates that utilized the courses of fire outlined in the General Regulations. This includes collegiate, open, junior and other competitions.

- If a female (or male) pistol shooter being nominated fired 60 shots in an air pistol competition then the 60 shot score must be listed. If only 40 shots were fired then the 40 shot score should be listed. The value of all shots fired will be converted to a 60 shot average score for comparison purposes.

- Please do not write DNF or score/500. The letters and the slash do not translate in the form. Only write the score the nominee fired.

- Please use only one copy of bulletins for all of your nominees (not one bulletin per nominee). Please use different colored highlighters to individualize your nominees on the results bulletins.

Information to be filled in about the nominator:

- Signature and Date
- Printed name
- Position or Title
- E-mail address
- Office phone
- Cell phone

* Please direct questions to Victoria Taylor, NRA Collegiate & Schools Program National Manager: 703-267-1473 or vtaylor@nrahq.org